Abstract. The problem of optimization of reliability and economical indexes is solved for informational/technical system with periodical diagnostics and restoration. The system considered is the one with users accesses and errors occurring. The probability that the error occurs increases in time. Therefore, the longer is the restoration period the more there is a risk of system operation with error. But too frequent restoration can be too expensive. To take into account all these factors two-criteria optimization is made with the restriction of reliability characteristic being of the given level.
Introduction
It is impossible to imagine the modern enterprise operating without informational/technical systems of various complexity and reliability. The diagnostics of such systems has gained particular significance [1] . Many authors apply queue models to model informational/ technical systems and get their adequate economical and reliability characteristics. Herewith, one should take into account their breakdowns, like in [2] .
The problem of system optimization is often solved at the stage of system projection. One of the efficient solutions is planning diagnostics of the system. As the continuous diagnostics of informational/technical systems is expensive, they often apply the strategy of periodical diagnostics.
The system considered is the one with users accesses and errors occurring. The probability that the error occurs increases in time. Therefore, the longer is the restoration period the more there is a risk of system operation with error. But too frequent restoration can be too expensive. To take into account all these factors two-criteria optimization is made with the restriction of reliability characteristic being of the given level.
The system is considered to be stochastic. More specifically, we construct the model of one-server queue with immediate service and periodic diagnostics. To get system stationary characteristics the theory of regenerative processes is applied. To simplify the models they often take random variables to have exponential distributions (for example, [3] ). We do not make these restrictions. 
Problem setting
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